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PHOTOREFRACTIVE EFFECT (1)
The photorefractive effect is a phenomenon in which local index of refraction is changed in
response to illumination by light with spatially varying intensity. Such effect was first observed in
early 60s.
Mechanism
The photorefractive effect in crystals usually occurs in several stages:
1. A photorefractive material is illuminated by coherent light beams. Interference of the beams
results in a pattern of dark and light fringes throughout the crystal.
2. In bright regions electrons can absorb the light and be photoexcited from an impurity level
into the conduction band of the crystal, leaving an electron hole.
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PHOTOREFRACTIVE EFFECT (2)
Mechanism
3. Once in the conduction band, the electrons diffuse towards the dark-fringe regions. Here they
fall into the traps. The redistribution of electrons into the dark regions of the material and
holes in the bright areas, causes a spatially periodic electric field, known as a space
charge field.
4. The space charge field, via the electro-optic effect, changes the local refractive index of the
crystal and creates a refractive index grating.
5. The refractive index grating can now diffract light and, as a result, energy exchange
between beams at the grating is possible.

What we will talk about
We will study energy gain in system of two coherent beams
propagating in medium with the refractive index grating (induced by
these beams):
there is an interaction between beams at the diffraction grating and, as
a result, amplitude of one of the beams (signal beam)
increases/decreases.
General parameters characterizing the gain:
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is the exponential gain

coefficient, L is a medium thickness.
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About effect in our system
• Two interfering light beams intersect and produce in
photorefractive inorganic materials (photorefractive windows)
a space charge field (spatially periodic) which penetrates
into a bulk of liquid crystal (LC)
• Interaction between the LC director and the photorefractive
space charge field induces a periodic modulation of the
director
• Periodic director modulation gives rise to the refractive

index grating (diffraction grating) in the LC
• Each light beam diffracts from the induced grating in the LC,
leading to an energy gain and loss within each beam
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Our system: Hybrid Liquid Crystal - Inorganic
Photorefractive Crystals
Inorganic
photorefractive
crystals
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Comparing with other results (not in our scheme)
•In solid inorganic photorefractive crystals:

G

(10  100) cm1

•In like-photorefractive LCs (space scharge field arises in LC due to
space separation of photogenerated negative and positive ions):
G  2890 cm1
I. C. Khoo, B. D. Guenther, M. V. Wood, P. Chen, and M.-Y.Shih, Opt. Lett. 22, 1229 (1997 ).

•Nematic LCs are reoriented by photo-generated space charges in
adjacent polymer photorefractive or photoconducting layers
G  3700 cm1
A. Brignon, I. Bongrand, B. Loiseaux and J. P. Huignard, Opt. Lett. 22(24), 1855 (1997).
F. Kajzar, S. Bartkiewicz and A. Miniewicz, Appl. Phys. Lett. 74, 2924 (1999).
S. Bartkiewicz, K. Matczyszyn, A. Miniewicz and F. Kajzar, Opt. Commun. 187, 257(2001).

However, two-beam coupling in these devices is restricted to operation in the RamanNath regime. In this regime, multiple-order diffracted beams are generated. To
minimize this effect, the angle between the pump and signal beams is restricted to
less than a few degrees. Thus the effect might only be of limited technological
7
applicability.

Results and pecularities of our scheme
“Hybrid Liquid Crystal - Inorganic Photorefractive
Crystals”
In hybrid LC- inorganic photorefractive crystals
G  600 cm1

and system supports the Bragg regime when only first order
diffracted beams are generated.
Inorganic photorefractive crystals typically have a large effective trap density. Thus,
the small trap density in LCs (and polymers) is complemented by the large trap density
of the inorganic photorefractive windows. It allows supporting efficient space-charge
field generation at the small grating spacings required to reach the Bragg regime.
G. Cook, J. L. Carns, M. A. Saleh, and D. R. Evans, Mol. Cryst. Liq. Cryst. 453, 141 (2006).
R. L. Sutherland, G. Cook, and D. R. Evans, Opt. Express 14, 5365 (2006).
D. R. Evans and G. Cook, J. Nonlinear Opt. Phys. Mater. 16, 271 (2007).
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A variation of this concept was first proposed by N. V. Tabiryan and C. Umeton, JOSA B 15, 1912 (1998)

Bragg regime and Raman-Nath regime (1)
Usually it is possible to distinguish two extreme regimes: Raman-Nath regime (thin
gratings) and Bragg regime (thick gratings):
Bragg regime diffraction is characterised by the observation of a single diffracted order
for each incident beam, in the Raman-Nath regime multiple diffracted orders are
observed.
Distinguishing between the two regimes is not necessarily straight forward as
diffracted beams may be reflected inside the medium.
The most common method to distinguish between the two regimes is to define the
dimensionless parameter (Klein parameter)

2  L
Q
nr  2

is the grating spacing,  is the vacuum wavelength, nr is the homogeneous part
of the refractive index, L is the thickness of the medium.



The Bragg regime is then defined as Q >> 1 and the Raman-Nath regime as Q << 1.
W.R. Klein and B.D. Cook, IEEE Transactions on Sonics and Ultrasonics, v. SU-14, p.123 (1967).
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Bragg regime and Raman-Nath regime (2)

In the case of Raman-Nath diffraction we consider a medium with periodical modulated
refractive index
n  n0  n sin q  r
and the interaction length L is small enough that the medium acts as a phase grating.

If the incident at angle  the plane wave is

E0  A ei ( nkr- t ) ,

the time independent part of wave at the far side of the medium can be expressed as

Using e
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and the intensity for the different order diffraction beams
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Bragg regime and Raman-Nath regime (3)
In the case of Bragg diffraction we substitute the periodical modulated dielectric
function ˆ  ˆhomogen  ˆ cos q  r,

 /   1 into wave equation.

It is assumed that the medium is thick and as such any higher diffracted orders
(besides first order) will be attenuated as they propagate.
Then, using method of the slowly varying wave amplitudes we get system of two
coupled equations (for amplitudes of diffracted and non diffracted beams).
In photorefractive medium the diffraction grating is induced by two intersecting
interfering light beams (grating wave number is determined by the angle of
intersecting). In this case the diffracted beams are automatically superimposed on non
diffracted beams. As a result, in photorefractive medium in the Bragg regime we have
system of only two coupled equations for amplitudes of two propagating waves.

Note: beam coupling can be observed in both the Bragg and the Raman-Nath regimes.
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Bragg regime and Raman-Nath regime (4)

A) Bragg regime (thick gratings); B) Raman-Nath regime (thin gratings)
L is the thickness of the medium,



is the grating spacing,  is the free space light
wavelength

T. K. Gaylord and M. G. Moharam. Appl. Opt., 20(19),3271 (1981).
H. Kogelnik. The Bell System Technical Journal, 48, 2909 (1969).
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Reminder: what we’ll study

we study energy exchange between light beams on the
director grating in hybrid LC-inorganic photorefractive cells
and develop a theory to describe experimental results.

Experiments give us a small signal gain coefficient as a
function of grating spacing in the LC cell.
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Experimental results(1): nematic LC in hybrid cell
Parallel up-rubbed TL205, orthogonal to the c-axis/0.01%Ce:SBN Hybrid Cell
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Experimental results(2): cholesteric LC in hybrid
cell, dual photorefractive windows
450nm Cholesteric Hybrid with Twin Ce:SBN Windows
5m Cell, Rubbed Elvamide
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Modeling Strategy
Determine:
• electric field profile within photorefractive substrates (SBN) of LC
cell
• electric field profile in LC cell using periodic electric potential of
photorefractive substrates as boundary conditions

• director profile in LC cell subject to spatially periodic electric field
Describe light beams interaction on the LC director grating using
coupled wave theory
Calculate signal beam exponential gain coefficient depending on
parameters of grating and cell.
16

Electric field in photorefractive substrates (1)
Two beams form a light intensity interference pattern
 1

I  z    I1  I 2  1   m  z  exp(iqx)  c.c.
 2

where the modulation parameter
m  z   2cos  2  A1  z  A2*  z  /  I1  I 2 
2

is the angle between two incident beams
A1 , A2 ; I1 , I 2 are the amplitudes and intensities of incident beams

Within the photorefractive layers the light intensity pattern induces
the space charge which creates the space-charge electric field
modulated along the x-axis with period equal to 2 / q .

Electric field in photorefractive substrates (2)
The space-charge field creates electric potential at the LC cell
substrates

 Ph  z  L / 2   1,2 exp  iqx   c.c.

The magnitude of electric field potential can be estimated as
follows [see for example, P.Yeh Introduction to phorefractive nonlinear optics] :

1,2
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Electric potential at the bottom and top substrates depends on beams
intensities at them.

Nematic LC between photorefractive substrates

Electric field inside nematic LC
Electric field in the LC obeys the Laplace equation

div(ˆ  E  Ρf )  0

E  ( x, z)

~ij  ~ ij  ~a ni n j is the low frequency dielectric function of LC

ni

are the components of director

Pf  e11n  n  e33 (  n  n)is the flexopolarization
Electric field inside nematic LC:
E x  E0 x exp  iqx   c.c.,
Ez  E0 z exp  iqx   c.c.,
qq

 ||


 1   2 cosh  qz   2  1 sinh  qz  
E0 x  iq 

,
2 sinh  qL / 2  
 2 cosh  qL / 2 
 1   2 sinh  qz 
 2  1 cosh  qz  
E0 z   q 
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Director profile (1)
The equilibrium director profile is found by minimising the total free
energy functional of the LC sample:

F  Felastic  Flight  FE  Fflex  FS
Bulk elastic energy

Felastic 
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Light field contribution

DC-electric field contribution
Flexoelectric polarisation contribution
The surface term
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In what follows we neglect light field contribution Flight (small ε a ) in the
total free energy and suppose strong anchoring with some easy axis
directions at the cell walls

Director profile (2), preliminary estimates
Cell thickness
Grating wave vector
Elastic constant
Dielectric anisotropy
Flexoelectric modules, e11, e33

L ~10mkm
q ~105 - 106 m-1
K ~10-11N
~5,
~ 10-11C/m

Kq 2 ~ 10  103 J / m3

Elastic energy density
Space charge field

Flexoelectric term contribution

Esc ~ qk BT / e ~ 104  105V / m
e

Ei
~ e qEsc ~ 0.1  10 J / m3
x j

Director profile (3), contributions to the free energy
Estimates
Ratio of the anisotropic part of the LC electrostatic energy density to the
LC elastic energy density is of the order of

 0 a Esc2 / Kq2  3  103
Ratio of the flexo-electric energy density to the elastic energy density is
of the order of

eii qEsc / Kq2 ~ 3  102

which one order more than the ratio of the anisotropic part of the
electrostatic energy density to the elastic energy density.
Therefore we can neglect term FE in the free energy of the LC cell.

Director profile (4)
It is convenient to describe director profile in nematic LC as

n  cos, 0, sin 

  x, z  is a director angle with OX axis

We seek   x, z  in the form   x, z   0 ( z )    z  exp  iqx   c.c.
Minimizing the total free energy functional (in one constant
approximation) we get equation
  2
E0 z 
E0 x

2 
K  2  q     e11  e33  0  iqE0 x 
 iqe33E0 z  0
  e11
z 
z

 z

and

01, 02

 z 1


are the director pre-tilt angles at the cell substrates

0  01  02  01    
L 2

Analytical solution to this equation exists.

Magnitude of periodic part of LC director profile
(example of numerical calculations)

Director dependence on grating spacing  at qx= /4
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The longer the grating spacing => the higher director distortion
The longer the grating spacing => the wider distorted area of the LC

OPTICS: Light diffraction, beams coupling (1)
In our case Klein parameter Q >> 1(thick grating) and we are in Bragg
regime.
Dielectric tensor at optical frequency has the form

ˆ( x, z )  ˆ1  ˆ2  z   ˆ3  z  exp iqx   c.c.
  ||   a012 0
 a01 
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ˆ1

ˆ2

is a dielectric tensor of homogeneous LC with director pretilt  01

is contribution due to inhomogeneity of director distribution in the cell
produced by director pretilt at the cell substrates

ˆ3

is contribution from director grating

Light diffraction, beams coupling (2)
We seek solution of the wave equation for light beams

2

  Eh   2 ˆ( x, z )Eh  0
c
in a medium with dielectric tensor

ˆ( x, z )  ˆ1  ˆ2  z   ˆ3  z  exp iqx   c.c.
in the form

E0h  E(1)  E( 2)  A1 (z)e1 exp  ik1r   A2 (z) e2 exp  ik 2r 

A1 (z), A2 (z)

are slowly varying functions

Light diffraction, beams coupling (3)
After some algebra we get the coupled wave equations for wave
amplitudes
dA1
k 1e 1  A1  2ik1z e1z k 1e 1   k 2 e 1ˆ3 e 2 exp ik z z A2  k 2 e 1ˆ2 e 1 A1
dz
dA2
2
k 2 e 2  A2  2ik 2 z e 2 z k 2 e 2   k 2 e 2 ˆ3* e 1 exp  ik z z A1  k 2 e 2 ˆ2 e 2 A2
dz
2

k /c
Taking beam 1 to be a weak signal and beam 2 to be a strong pump,
these equations in the undepleted pump approximation ( A2  const )
reduce to
dA1 ik 2
ik 2
1

e1ˆ3e 2 exp  ik z z  A2 
e1ˆ2e1
A1
dz 2k1z
2k1z
2k1z

Light diffraction, beams coupling (4)
Having found amplitudes A1 and A2 we calculate the gain coefficient
A1  L / 2 
1
,
where
the
signal
gain

G  log e 
A1   L / 2 
L
e11  e33
As one can show G
ESC .
K
Parameters for calculations
The following parameters were used to plot gain coefficient versus
grating spacing   2 (for nematic LC TL205):
q

,

p-polarized beams,   0.532m , no  1.527 , ne  1.744 , n ph  2.4
Low frequency LC dielectric constants  ||  9.1 ,    4.1
Ratio

e11  e33
1
K

Cell thickness 10mkm, grating spacing 1-6 mkm.

Comparison with experiment

LC: TL205, L=10 mkm

Exponential gain coefficient versus grating spacing: experimental data – black boxes,
theory prediction – curve. The agreement is poor (the logarithmic scale is required to
fit both curves)

Additional experiment with the third beam
Basic idea of the experiment is to check the ‘law’ of the gain coefficient
dependence in LC hybrid cell on the space charge field. Adding the third
beam at different wave length decreases the space charge field

iE d
Esc ~
Ed
1
Eq

I1
I0  I3

Experimental arrangement:
c-axis

532nm Pump (10mW)

543.5nm HeNe (2.3mW)
Hybrid cell
532nm Signal (7W)

Nonlinear dependence of gain coefficient
Conclusion from results of experiments with the third beam:
gain coefficient in LC hybrid cells depends on space charge field nonlinearly, G ~ (Esc)β, β≈3.
Probable cause:
LC TL 208 is a mixture. It is plausible that one component has a higher
permanent dipoles (which determine the flexo-coefficient value). The
inhomogeneous space charge field may cause LC mixture molecules
with different dipoles to separate. The result of the separation is a
spatial inhomogeneity of flexo-coefficients, which depend on space
charge field.
According to the results of experiments with the third beam we now
0
2
replace eii  eii  constant by eii Esc .
V. Yu. Reshetnyak, I. P. Pinkevych, G. Cook, D. R. Evans, and T. J. Sluckin. Phys.Rev.E, 2010, v.81, 031705
– (1-15).

Comparison with experiment
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It is seen that correspondence between the modeling and experiment is
now quite good.

Cholesteric LC (nematic LC+ chiral agents)
between photorefractive substrates

Preliminary Estimates: Director and chiral agent
concentration profile in ChLC with non-zero pretilt(1)
To find the director and chiral dopant profile one has to minimize the free
energy functional
L
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2
1
k BT
2
F   K1 div n   K 2 n  curl n  q0   K 3 n  curl n  dz 
20
v

subject to the condition



L

0



L

0

f ln fdz

fdz  f 0,L and strong anchoring at the cell walls,

  0    L   01 ,   0    L   0 .

n   cos sin , sin sin , cos 

f is the volume fraction of chiral agent; c is the solute concentration, с=f/v, v
is the characteristic volume.
If there is no initial pretilt, then solution is cholesteric liquid crystal with
4 f
homogeneous helix:
f  const, q  q0 
 const ,    /2,   q0 z
v

β is a constant, dependent on the nature of both solvent and solute, the helical
35
wave number q is proportional to the concentration of chiral agent.

Director and chiral agent concentration profile in ChLC
with pretilt (2)
If we have director pretilt on cell substrates we can suppose chiral
molecules to be inhomogeneously distributed in the LC host. The
Euler-Lagrange equations become
 f  z
2
 '' sin  cos   '   2
 'sin  cos   0
v

sin 2   z'  4 f  z  / v   0

z 



f  z 



k BT

K  4 

1  ln f  z   
2 

v
4

 'sin 2     0

μ is the Lagrange multiplier
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Numerical solution for chiral agent profile (3)
Chiral agent oncentration
2
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Initial non-zero pretilt of 15o results in a lower chiral agent
concentration nearby the cell walls
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Director profile (1)
The equilibrium director profile is found by minimizing the total free
energy functional of the ChLC sample defined by
Bulk elastic energy
Felastic 

1
1
1
2
2
2
K11    n  dV  K 22  n    n   q0  dV  K 33  n    n  dV
2
2
2

Flexo-electric polarization contribution

Fflex   P f  EdV

Entropy contribution

Fentropy 

k BT L / 2
f ln fdz

L/ 2
v

To simplify calculation we assume director ordering near cell surfaces to
be nematic while in the central part of the cell there is a cholesteric
ordering with some constant pitch of the cholesteric helix.
We also suppose strong anchoring with some easy axis directions
at the cell walls 01,2 .
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Thickness of nematic layers is a fitting parameter.

Director profile (2)
As for the case of nematic LC we seek electric field from the Laplace
equation
div (~ˆ  E  Ρ f )  0
Substituting electric field in equations for director angles in nematic and
cholesteric layers of LC we get analytical expressions for director
spatial distribution in hybrid cell with ChLC.
There is no experimental evidence that the cholesteric pitch changes
under photorefractive field. Therefore we can suppose that
photorefractive electric field does not influence the cholesteric pitch.
Then we can put the azimuth angle  ( z)  2 ( z  l / 2) / p and the director
grating is written only on the polar angle.
V. Yu. Reshetnyak, I. P. Pinkevych, G. Cook , D. R. Evans and T. J. Sluckin. Mol. Cryst. Liq. Cryst., 2012, v.
560, pp. 8–22.
Cook, G. , Beckel, E. , Reshetnyak, V. Yu., Saleh, M. A. and Evans, D. R. , in Controlling Light with Light:
Photorefractive Effects, Photosensitivity, Fiber Gratings, Photonic Materials and More: OSA Technical
Digest (CD) [Photorefractive Effects, Photosensitivity, Fiber Gratings, Photonic Materials and More (PR)
Squaw Creek, California October 2007] (Optical Society of America, Washington, DC, 2007).
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Optics (1). Preliminary estimates

BL038/CB15:

n0n
1.527
p  0.45m
0  1.527 , ne  1.799 ,   0.532m ,

Since   p (ne  n0 ) we are in the regime when one incident beam produces
in ChLC two circular polarized light waves.
,
Refractive indices difference for left
and right polarized waves is small:

 

 / p
 /P




Rotation of beam polarization through cell is also small
n2  n1   2 / 4    2  0.0178
n2  n1   2 / 4    2  0.0178

 

n2  n1



L  0.2rad

It agrees well with experimental result that transmitted optical polarization
remains linear at exit of ChLC layer BL038/CB15 or TL205/CB15.
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Optics (2)

•Thus we can conclude that in our case the light waves maintain their
linear polarization even within that part of the LC cell which is
specifically cholesteric;
•Therefore, we can simplify the optical part by considering only two
linearly polarized beams instead of 4 circularly polarized;
• We solve coupled equations for these two linearly polarized light
beams;
• Finally we calculate small beam gain coefficient.
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Results (1)
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As in nematic LC flexoelectric moduli contain nonlinear fitting factor eii  eii (1  q ESC )
0

Fitting parameters:
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Results (2)
10 mkm cell
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Why so different is behaviour of

G(  ) in nematic and cholesteric LC hybrid cells?

There is a different character of director deviations under photorefractive space charge field. In
nematic LC director deviations are governing by single flexoelectric parameter, e11  e33  0

in cholesteric LC by two flexoelectric parameters, e11  e33  0 and e11  e33  0

.

,

Conclusions
• The flexoelectric polarization is the main physical mechanism governing the
magnitude of the LC layer grating and hence of the two-beam coupling in hybrid
photorefractive cells.
• Experimental data of the gain coefficient in the hybrid cell filled with LC mixture TL
205 show that the magnitude of the director grating is a nonlinear function of the
space-charge field.
•

The microscopic origin of the nonlinearity is at present not entirely clear. The
most hopeful possibility focuses on the fact that the LC is not a pure system but a
mixture. The inhomogeneous photorefractive space-charge field within the LC
induces chemical moiety inhomogeneities, which interact with the flexoelectricity
to produce a nonlinear response.

•

We find that a fit between the experiments and theory for the gain coefficient in
two-beam energy exchange can be achieved. We believe that the fit provides good
evidence that the key physics of these systems has been correctly identified.

FUTURE WORK
Theory of energy exchange and gain coefficient
at the two wave interaction in the single window
cholesteric hybrids when the light beams wave

length appears in cholesteric gap,
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